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Leon decided to fight while biting his lips to make sure he wouldn't open his
mouth . Thanks to that, he started to wonder why the guards weren't
bothering him again . It was probably because the warriors living under the
city were attacking en masse .

"Fortunately, their actions don't seem to be affecting Lion's Pride… maybe it

is because I don't care about their goals, or perhaps it is because they are just
using my rampage…"

Although that was fine, their actions would only make things difficult for
Leon later . It was hard to be sure if Donan gave the order to some soldiers to
retreat to deal with Leon, but thanks to the warriors' actions, something like
that became apparent . So, Leon decided to increase the pace of the battle a
little more .

After using Transfer, instead of attacking, Leon just touched Donan's
shoulder and cast Slow on him . The spell worked, but Donan didn't get
slower as much as Leon had expected… he lost around ten percent of this
speed . It looked like mentality also affected the effectiveness of the skill .
Regardless, Leon made sure to take advantage of the momentum and attacked

Donan just like that, using one-two and using Transfer when his strikes made
him fly a few meters backward .

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Iron Fists has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Stone skin has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

The notifications excited Leon, but soon he lost his excitement when he heard
that high pitching sound again… Leon used Transfer to escape but noticed
that he barely avoided the arrow that had been aimed toward his head . Being



attacked like that by someone he considered to be his friend… was
heartbreaking .

"What are you looking at, invader?" Darya asked .
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"Nothing…" Leon looked away . "Did your grandfather tell you how you lost

your memories?"

"Yes, it is all thanks to you!" Darya shouted . "Your other attack almost killed
me . I only escaped alive thanks to him! You monster!"

"I see… that is a very touching story, Donan," Leon said . "It looks like you
didn't lose only someone you loved… you also lost your dignity . Well, I
already knew that . "

"Shut up… just shut up!" Donan shouted . "What the hell do you know?"

To Leon's words, Donan couldn't say anything . In fact, he could have saved
his planet and its inhabitants from a painful present, but he knew that he had

might as well doomed them to a dark future . Once one looks at Leon, that
became crystal clear . When Leon came to this planet, he barely escaped the
guards, and now he could defeat them while going easy on them… the world

was at peace, but its people were almost stagnated on time and space . There
was no sense of urgency because they sealed the problem of the dungeons, as



for the harvesters, they had the barrier and soldiers that could fend-off them .
However, that was just a temporary solution .

"This is a waste of time…" Leon sighed . "I guess it is time to take a few
risks… sorry about this, Darya, but you will see one hell of a bloody scene .
"

Leon wondered why he was so afraid of making Donan angry . It was stupid
to be so cautious at that moment . It was crazy to think that he would invade
the city rampage for quite a while and then leave without suffering a single
wound . As of late, Leon had been thinking about this and that, deciding
certain things and then changing his mind… quite frequently . That was
weird since Leon didn't recall himself being that indecisive back on that
island . Well, maybe it was because he didn't have many options there and
now that he obtained some power, he could think of different ways to solve
his problems… Regardless, it was time to finish off his business with Donan .

After opening his arms a little bit and giving up on the peek-A-Boo style,
Leon let out a long sigh while he recalled something he heard in the past from
a wise woman . 'If your opponent uses his legs to attack, attack his legs . If
your opponent uses his fists to attack, attack his fists . If your opponent uses
his head to attack, attack his head . ' Leon decided that he would follow that

advice . It would be a bit painful, but in the end… no pain, no gain .

Leon focused his senses on the opponent, the moment Donan became a blur,
Leon also moved his right hand and punched . A significant impact happened,
and the air around the research center trembled like never before . Leon
succeeded in hitting Donan's right hand, both of them suffered some damage,
but Leon's fist was bleeding more .



"You are interesting, invader," Donan smirked . "To think that you would not
only challenge me to a fistfight but also would try to test our strengths like
this…"

"This is nothing, dog," Leon showed a small smile . "Let's see what is the
most powerful between your hatred and my remorse . "

Leon decided to fight while biting his lips to make sure he wouldnt open his
mouth . Thanks to that, he started to wonder why the guards werent bothering
him again . It was probably because the warriors living under the city were
attacking en masse .

Fortunately, their actions dont seem to be affecting Lions Pride… maybe it is

because I dont care about their goals, or perhaps it is because they are just
using my rampage…

Although that was fine, their actions would only make things difficult for
Leon later . It was hard to be sure if Donan gave the order to some soldiers to
retreat to deal with Leon, but thanks to the warriors actions, something like
that became apparent . So, Leon decided to increase the pace of the battle a
little more .

After using Transfer, instead of attacking, Leon just touched Donans shoulder
and cast Slow on him . The spell worked, but Donan didnt get slower as much
as Leon had expected… he lost around ten percent of this speed . It looked
like mentality also affected the effectiveness of the skill . Regardless, Leon
made sure to take advantage of the momentum and attacked Donan just like
that, using one-two and using Transfer when his strikes made him fly a few

meters backward .



Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Iron Fists has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Stone skin has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

The notifications excited Leon, but soon he lost his excitement when he heard
that high pitching sound again… Leon used Transfer to escape but noticed
that he barely avoided the arrow that had been aimed toward his head . Being
attacked like that by someone he considered to be his friend… was
heartbreaking .

What are you looking at, invader? Darya asked .

Nothing… Leon looked away . Did your grandfather tell you how you lost

your memories?



Yes, it is all thanks to you! Darya shouted . Your other attack almost killed
me . I only escaped alive thanks to him! You monster!

I see… that is a very touching story, Donan, Leon said . It looks like you
didnt lose only someone you loved… you also lost your dignity . Well, I
already knew that .

Shut up… just shut up! Donan shouted . What the hell do you know?

To Leons words, Donan couldnt say anything . In fact, he could have saved
his planet and its inhabitants from a painful present, but he knew that he had

might as well doomed them to a dark future . Once one looks at Leon, that
became crystal clear . When Leon came to this planet, he barely escaped the
guards, and now he could defeat them while going easy on them… the world

was at peace, but its people were almost stagnated on time and space . There
was no sense of urgency because they sealed the problem of the dungeons, as
for the harvesters, they had the barrier and soldiers that could fend-off them .
However, that was just a temporary solution .

This is a waste of time… Leon sighed . I guess it is time to take a few risks…

sorry about this, Darya, but you will see one hell of a bloody scene .

Leon wondered why he was so afraid of making Donan angry . It was stupid
to be so cautious at that moment . It was crazy to think that he would invade
the city rampage for quite a while and then leave without suffering a single
wound . As of late, Leon had been thinking about this and that, deciding
certain things and then changing his mind… quite frequently . That was
weird since Leon didnt recall himself being that indecisive back on that
island . Well, maybe it was because he didnt have many options there and



now that he obtained some power, he could think of different ways to solve
his problems… Regardless, it was time to finish off his business with Donan .

After opening his arms a little bit and giving up on the peek-A-Boo style,
Leon let out a long sigh while he recalled something he heard in the past from
a wise woman . If your opponent uses his legs to attack, attack his legs . If
your opponent uses his fists to attack, attack his fists . If your opponent uses
his head to attack, attack his head . Leon decided that he would follow that

advice . It would be a bit painful, but in the end… no pain, no gain .

Leon focused his senses on the opponent, the moment Donan became a blur,
Leon also moved his right hand and punched . A significant impact happened,
and the air around the research center trembled like never before . Leon
succeeded in hitting Donans right hand, both of them suffered some damage,
but Leons fist was bleeding more .

You are interesting, invader, Donan smirked . To think that you would not
only challenge me to a fistfight but also would try to test our strengths like
this…

This is nothing, dog, Leon showed a small smile . Lets see what is the most
powerful between your hatred and my remorse .
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Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Bash has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lion's Pride has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Darya couldn't help, but what in shock at the scene in front of her, two crazy
men, were bleeding through their fists and didn't even flinch while using the
same fists over and over again to hit each other's fists . What was even more

shocking was the fact that one of the crazy men, was her grandfather—a man

who only showed her smiles over the course of the last four months .

"Grandfather…" Darya murmured while she felt shivers .



Although Darya had never seen her grandfather fighting in those four months,
everyone treated him as if he was by the most powerful person in the world .
While everyone decided to use mana to attack from a safe distance, he
decided to use mana to attack from a close distance . That alone made him
become respected by many, and the fact that he repelled alone the attack of a
harvester almost automatically turned him into their leader . However, that
person was now fighting while his face was pale due to the pain, and the
cause of that was a single invader who was supposed to be a magician but was
fighting with his fists . Meanwhile, the invader was looking at her grandfather
as if he was bored… that situation has been like that for the last five hours .

"I can use Heal in you if you want," Leon said . "I didn't have time to teach
that skill to Darya . She only learned Regeneration because 'it was a pain to
stop attacking monsters to use a healing spell . ' Well, that was what she
said…"

"Shut up…" Donan murmured in pain .

"The level of Regeneration is also low since she barely received any

scratches," Leon explained . "Adding that to the fact I'm using bracers made

of mithril and you are bare-handed, this result isn't that unexpected . "
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"Shut up!" Doan shouted .



Donan (Shadow)

Health: 3222/15000

Mana: 3952/15000

Stamina: 12412/15000

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????
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Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

After several hours of fighting, it looked like Donan finally reached the peak
of his strength . Every single of his punches were powerful enough to break
the bones of Leon's hands, even though the mithril bracers were protecting
them, and those didn't suffer a single scratch…

For some reason, even though the people of Miebos could learn things like
Geomancy and Pyromancy without the help of spirits, they didn't learn how
to heal wounds . Maybe it was because most of them were long-ranged
fighters or perhaps because they relied too much on recovery… it was hard to
be sure .



"I can feel already my body becoming lighter… even though I'm using mana

to heal the wounds, it looks like I can't recover my blood with mana, only
recovery can do that… to some extent . "

Despite everything, Leon had the upper hand . His skills were growing
stronger since the opponent was supposed to be stronger than him .
Meanwhile, the same thing wasn't happening to Donan, since Leon was
supposed to be weaker than him .

Regardless, even though the pain was decreasing, and Leon could shorten a
lot the moments he could feel the pain, he was already tired of that . Donan
was the leader of that world for many reasons, and his tenacity was one of
them .

It was time to finish that battle, but it looked like Leon would have to face a
few more problems before that . In the distance, Leon saw several figures

approaching, they were faster than the regular guards, so it was evident that
they were soldiers who came from the frontline . Some soldiers stopped to
deal with commotion the warriors of the lower world were causing, but the
majority came toward Leon . After creating massive lances made of fire, ice,
and earth, they prepared to shot at Leon, but soon they stopped .

"STOP!" Donan shouted and made his subordinates tremble . "Don't
interfere… this is my fight . "

Leon frowned, it looked like Donan was also very prideful… it would be

troublesome if he learns Lion's Pride in the middle of the battle, so Leon got
a little agitated . Meanwhile, it looked like Dona calmed down… even though

his status didn't decrease .



"…You have done enough, Darya," Donan said . "Thank you… but from here

on out, I will fight alone . "

Leon couldn't help but keep frowning since Donan just said what a shonen
protagonist would say before the starts to fight seriously . That was obviously
a bluff . There was no way Donan would hold back while his fists were being
destroyed . At least that was Leon thought but soon changed his mind when a
lot of mana started to concentrate around Donan . The air around him began

to vibrate, and then, slowly but surely, Leon saw a shadow appearing around

Donan .

"That certainly is the power he obtained from that shadowy figure…"

Leon begun to feel shivers while looking at Donan covered in shadows, and
then he immediately felt that he was in danger when he saw the bloodshot
eyes within that shadow . Without thinking twice, Leon activated Mana
Armor . However, he still got hit by something he didn't even see when
Donan disappeared… the next moment, Leon saw himself at the bottom of

the lower world .

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Bash has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lions Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Darya couldnt help, but what in shock at the scene in front of her, two crazy
men, were bleeding through their fists and didnt even flinch while using the
same fists over and over again to hit each others fists . What was even more

shocking was the fact that one of the crazy men, was her grandfather—a man

who only showed her smiles over the course of the last four months .

Grandfather… Darya murmured while she felt shivers .

Although Darya had never seen her grandfather fighting in those four months,
everyone treated him as if he was by the most powerful person in the world .
While everyone decided to use mana to attack from a safe distance, he
decided to use mana to attack from a close distance . That alone made him
become respected by many, and the fact that he repelled alone the attack of a
harvester almost automatically turned him into their leader . However, that
person was now fighting while his face was pale due to the pain, and the
cause of that was a single invader who was supposed to be a magician but was
fighting with his fists . Meanwhile, the invader was looking at her grandfather
as if he was bored… that situation has been like that for the last five hours .

I can use Heal in you if you want, Leon said . I didnt have time to teach that
skill to Darya . She only learned Regeneration because it was a pain to stop
attacking monsters to use a healing spell . Well, that was what she said…



Shut up… Donan murmured in pain .

The level of Regeneration is also low since she barely received any scratches,
Leon explained . Adding that to the fact Im using bracers made of mithril and

you are bare-handed, this result isnt that unexpected .

Shut up! Doan shouted .

Donan (Shadow)

Health: 3222/15000

Mana: 3952/15000

Stamina: 12412/15000

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

After several hours of fighting, it looked like Donan finally reached the peak
of his strength . Every single of his punches were powerful enough to break
the bones of Leons hands, even though the mithril bracers were protecting
them, and those didnt suffer a single scratch…

For some reason, even though the people of Miebos could learn things like
Geomancy and Pyromancy without the help of spirits, they didnt learn how to



heal wounds . Maybe it was because most of them were long-ranged fighters
or perhaps because they relied too much on recovery… it was hard to be
sure .

I can feel already my body becoming lighter… even though Im using mana to
heal the wounds, it looks like I cant recover my blood with mana, only
recovery can do that… to some extent .

Despite everything, Leon had the upper hand . His skills were growing
stronger since the opponent was supposed to be stronger than him .
Meanwhile, the same thing wasnt happening to Donan, since Leon was
supposed to be weaker than him .

Regardless, even though the pain was decreasing, and Leon could shorten a
lot the moments he could feel the pain, he was already tired of that . Donan
was the leader of that world for many reasons, and his tenacity was one of
them .

It was time to finish that battle, but it looked like Leon would have to face a
few more problems before that . In the distance, Leon saw several figures

approaching, they were faster than the regular guards, so it was evident that
they were soldiers who came from the frontline . Some soldiers stopped to
deal with commotion the warriors of the lower world were causing, but the
majority came toward Leon . After creating massive lances made of fire, ice,
and earth, they prepared to shot at Leon, but soon they stopped .

STOP! Donan shouted and made his subordinates tremble . Dont interfere…
this is my fight .



Leon frowned, it looked like Donan was also very prideful… it would be

troublesome if he learns Lions Pride in the middle of the battle, so Leon got a
little agitated . Meanwhile, it looked like Dona calmed down… even though

his status didnt decrease .

…You have done enough, Darya, Donan said . Thank you… but from here on

out, I will fight alone .

Leon couldnt help but keep frowning since Donan just said what a shonen
protagonist would say before the starts to fight seriously . That was obviously
a bluff . There was no way Donan would hold back while his fists were being
destroyed . At least that was Leon thought but soon changed his mind when a
lot of mana started to concentrate around Donan . The air around him began

to vibrate, and then, slowly but surely, Leon saw a shadow appearing around

Donan .

That certainly is the power he obtained from that shadowy figure…

Leon begun to feel shivers while looking at Donan covered in shadows, and
then he immediately felt that he was in danger when he saw the bloodshot
eyes within that shadow . Without thinking twice, Leon activated Mana
Armor . However, he still got hit by something he didnt even see when
Donan disappeared… the next moment, Leon saw himself at the bottom of

the lower world .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Darkness Resistance .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Darkness Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Darkness Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Darkness Resistance has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

In mere seconds, Leon learned a new skill and also leveled up the same skill

up to level thirty . Leon didn't know how, but he managed to block the
attack . However, that had a price . Leon's arms were bent in the wrong
direction, and both bracers had some scratches… Now Donan had the power



to damage an extremely rare and powerful material… instead of thinking that,
Leon used Heal to recover from his wounds, but then noticed he had almost
zero mana . A single attack from Donan made him fall to the ground of the

lower world and even consumed all his mana… despite that, how did Leon

manage to block such an attack?

"Shit… that was dark magic… that was definitely teleportation . I didn't even
see his body blurring…"

If it were teleportation, then it would explain how Leon managed to block the

attack . If Donan had increased his speed, Leon wouldn't have the chance to
react and block . Still, it was weird… if he now could teleport, why didn't he
teleport to attack Leon again? Certainly, Donan knew that Leon was more

resilient than that…

A few seconds later, Leon recovered enough of his mana to use Heal, and at
the same time, he saw a shadow coming over from the city… It was Donan,
but despite his speed, he was descending quite slowly .
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"I see now… that kind of power-up came with a cost… Donan probably is

suffering some serious drawbacks to maintaining that form . Not only that,
since he obtained power far beyond his current body can handle, he probably
can't fight like before, or for long . "



As much as fun analyze his opponent's skills was, Leon didn't have time for
this . Donan's attacks could make Leon spend all his mana just to keep
himself alive, so he had no choice but to retreat a little and use Mana-Eater in
one of his mithril spears in order to restore his mana .

That was very annoying considering that Leon started that fight, but it
couldn't be helped . That was a strategic retreat . He wasn't running away…
at least that was what he was telling himself, while Leon created a hole in the
ground and hid in there… Then Leon had an idea . If that power upgrade,
made Donan stronger but it was physically taxing, then, possibly…

Instead of covering the hole, Leon made the entrance much larger, in order to
let Donan notice . While Leon was recovering his mana usingMana-Eater, he
enlarged the hole and made it much more profound, to the point where even
he couldn't see the end of it .

"Clever little insect…" Donan murmured .

Still, Donan was tired of dealing with Leon . Not even the harvesters could
endure the power of his attacks on that form, but unless he returns to the
surface with Leon's corpse, he will lose the respect of many . And a leader
who wasn't respected by all his subordinates was no leader… at least that was

what Donan was thinking .
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After descending for several seconds, Donan finally reached the bottom of the

hole, and he couldn't see anything . He also couldn't sense anything either
since that layer of mana covering his body had a single purpose, boost his
power beyond the limits his current body can endure . Still, even if he
couldn't see, Donan could react in time to counter-attack . It was clear that
Leon wouldn't use magic to attack him directly, so that much was fine .

Just like Donan predicted, Leon attacked . Leon tried to punch Donan's left
cheek two times, but only the first one landed and barely scratched Donan .
Before Leon could attack again, Donan kicked his stomach but felt the
hardness of mithril blocking his path .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

A few moments later, the hole trembled when Leon's body hit against the
walls of the hole . Leon imagined that Donan would attack again, but he
didn't, probably because he knew Leon would transfer himself to another

location .



"Ugh… He is saving his mana… it looks like every attack consumes a lot of

his mana… Anyway, I guess I can't attack twice . "

Donan's second attack didn't cause as much damage because he didn't see
Leon, so he was more or less fine after that . Still, even though it was risky,
Leon would have to deactivate Stone Skin . Recovering his mana with a
single punch, he wouldn't be able to keep all those buffs active . Still, as long
as Leon has Haste and Mana Dominion, he would be able to escape from
Donan's attacks… even without seeing anything as well .

Leon was also tired of the fight, so he didn't waste time, transferred himself,
punched Donan, and returned to his original point before he could get hit .
Leon escaped the attack, but he felt the air vibrating just by the movement of
Donan's right arm alone . The tension was exhausting, but even though Leon
wanted to sigh to calm down his nerves, he couldn't . However, when Leon
noticed a weird smell on his right hand, he understood that battle wouldn't
last long…

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Darkness Resistance .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Darkness Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Darkness Resistance has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Darkness Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

In mere seconds, Leon learned a new skill and also leveled up the same skill

up to level thirty . Leon didnt know how, but he managed to block the attack .
However, that had a price . Leons arms were bent in the wrong direction, and
both bracers had some scratches… Now Donan had the power to damage an
extremely rare and powerful material… instead of thinking that, Leon used
Heal to recover from his wounds, but then noticed he had almost zero mana .
A single attack from Donan made him fall to the ground of the lower world
and even consumed all his mana… despite that, how did Leon manage to

block such an attack?

Shit… that was dark magic… that was definitely teleportation . I didnt even
see his body blurring…

If it were teleportation, then it would explain how Leon managed to block the

attack . If Donan had increased his speed, Leon wouldnt have the chance to
react and block . Still, it was weird… if he now could teleport, why didnt he
teleport to attack Leon again? Certainly, Donan knew that Leon was more

resilient than that…



A few seconds later, Leon recovered enough of his mana to use Heal, and at
the same time, he saw a shadow coming over from the city… It was Donan,
but despite his speed, he was descending quite slowly .

I see now… that kind of power-up came with a cost… Donan probably is

suffering some serious drawbacks to maintaining that form . Not only that,
since he obtained power far beyond his current body can handle, he probably
cant fight like before, or for long .

As much as fun analyze his opponents skills was, Leon didnt have time for
this . Donans attacks could make Leon spend all his mana just to keep himself
alive, so he had no choice but to retreat a little and use Mana-Eater in one of
his mithril spears in order to restore his mana .

That was very annoying considering that Leon started that fight, but it couldnt
be helped . That was a strategic retreat . He wasnt running away… at least

that was what he was telling himself, while Leon created a hole in the ground
and hid in there… Then Leon had an idea . If that power upgrade, made
Donan stronger but it was physically taxing, then, possibly…

Instead of covering the hole, Leon made the entrance much larger, in order to
let Donan notice . While Leon was recovering his mana usingMana-Eater, he
enlarged the hole and made it much more profound, to the point where even
he couldnt see the end of it .

Clever little insect… Donan murmured .

Still, Donan was tired of dealing with Leon . Not even the harvesters could
endure the power of his attacks on that form, but unless he returns to the



surface with Leons corpse, he will lose the respect of many . And a leader
who wasnt respected by all his subordinates was no leader… at least that was
what Donan was thinking .

After descending for several seconds, Donan finally reached the bottom of the

hole, and he couldnt see anything . He also couldnt sense anything either
since that layer of mana covering his body had a single purpose, boost his
power beyond the limits his current body can endure . Still, even if he couldnt
see, Donan could react in time to counter-attack . It was clear that Leon
wouldnt use magic to attack him directly, so that much was fine .

Just like Donan predicted, Leon attacked . Leon tried to punch Donans left
cheek two times, but only the first one landed and barely scratched Donan .
Before Leon could attack again, Donan kicked his stomach but felt the
hardness of mithril blocking his path .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



A few moments later, the hole trembled when Leons body hit against the
walls of the hole . Leon imagined that Donan would attack again, but he didnt,
probably because he knew Leon would transfer himself to another location .

Ugh… He is saving his mana… it looks like every attack consumes a lot of
his mana… Anyway, I guess I cant attack twice .

Donans second attack didnt cause as much damage because he didnt see Leon,
so he was more or less fine after that . Still, even though it was risky, Leon
would have to deactivate Stone Skin . Recovering his mana with a single
punch, he wouldnt be able to keep all those buffs active . Still, as long as
Leon has Haste and Mana Dominion, he would be able to escape from
Donans attacks… even without seeing anything as well .

Leon was also tired of the fight, so he didnt waste time, transferred himself,
punched Donan, and returned to his original point before he could get hit .
Leon escaped the attack, but he felt the air vibrating just by the movement of
Donans right arm alone . The tension was exhausting, but even though Leon
wanted to sigh to calm down his nerves, he couldnt . However, when Leon
noticed a weird smell on his right hand, he understood that battle wouldnt last
long…

Novel Chapter 304
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Donan used that strategy to try to counter-attack Leon's attacks for a few
minutes, but soon gave up on the idea and started to move around like a
madman punching the walls and empty space while he tried to hit Leon by



chance . However, he failed miserably . Donan was using the sounds to find
Leon, and whenever he heard anything, he moved to somewhere and
attacked…

"I knew it… his body is slowly getting destroyed by that dark aura…"

Leon couldn't use Appraisal without seeing the target with his own eyes, even
though he could feel it, that wasn't enough . However, something like that
became evident after Leon punched Donan's a few times… that dark aura also

had the smell of blood, probably because Donan was bleeding inside of it, but
the blood couldn't leave the aura .

It was hard to be sure, but Leon concluded that dark aura consumed a few
hundreds of mana points per second . So, it was more than obvious that
Donan was receiving mana from something . Despite that, his wounds weren't
healing as fast as his body was getting destroyed .

"This is so stupid… his wrath could make him three times stronger, while the
dark aura probably increased his power ten times . Despite all that, I don't
even have to attack to defeat him . "

Still, the hole Leon created was slowly falling apart, and it would become
more difficult to hide if he let Donan rampage like that . Solving the problem
with magic would be easy, and even though that wouldn't be much satisfying,
Leon decided to attack using a combination of magic and physical powers .
There was no room for mistake because Leon intended to concentrate all his
mana and stamina in a single attack .
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"Here goes nothing…"

Leon decreased his weight using Gravity while he tried to increase the power
behind his right fist using Stamina Manipulation and Mana Reinforcement .
The effects of Rage, Haste, and Lion's Pride were already there . So, Leon
just finished everything by flying toward the rampaging Donan . At the last
moment, Leon increased his weight using Gravity, and that increased the
potential of his punch even more . The result had been shocking in many
ways… a thunderous impact echoed through the entire area and even made
the ground tremble for several seconds, and that had been the result of Leon's
fist hitting Donan's face alone . The entire hole collapsed when Donan's body
got hit against the wall . Even though a lot of earth stopped him, the impact
made him open a fifty meters long tunnel .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mega-Punch .

Cost: 1000 Mana and 100 Stamina

You obtained 01 status points .
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"Ugh… shit…" Leon murmured in pain .



Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

It wasn't a skill that Leon could use, not with the body and status of a mage .
Every single bone of Leon's right arm broke, not only that, Leon had several
spots where he could see bones and muscles… Somehow, the pain was much
worse than the time he woke up on the island . So, most likely, Leon
destroyed his muscles, arteries, and tendons . Instead of using just Heal, Leon
used Full-Recover when he ate some blue angel leaves and had enough
mana .

"Although Rage, Mana Reinforcement, and Lion's Pride increased my
physical status, to the core, I'm a mage… my body already adapted to

become a long-range fighter . So, I guess it makes sense that punching a
stronger person will destroy my fists…"



Regardless, Mega-Punch would be one of the skills Leon would rarely train
and use only to surprise his opponents . Putting that aside, Leon walked
toward the tunnel he created using Donan's body, there he saw the

unconscious Donan covered in blood . The Dark Aura disappeared, so Leon
didn't have to worry about anything .

"Mmm… I punched him a lot of times, but only a special skill made me
achieve my goal here . "

Leon's punch broke most of Donan's teeth, so he was satisfied… to some

extent . He achieved his goal, but in the end, that didn't change anything .
Darya was alive and was being fed by Donan's lies . Considering everything,
it was most likely impossible to restore her memories, Donan wasn't a fool to
leave a blind spot like that, after all .

"Hey, dog… wake up," Leon kicked Donan's head .

Leon didn't hold back, but even after a strong kick on Donan's head didn't
wake him up . Although he was bleeding, he won't die . However, his body
reached a peak of exhaustion, so it wouldn't be weird if Donan sleeps for a
week or two . It was annoying, but Leon used Heal on Donan's head a few
times until he woke up . However, he was so exhausted that he barely could
keep his eyes open .

"Now, we are even," Leon said . "Still, I can't forgive you for what you did to
your own granddaughter . However, I know that spell you used probably

deleted her memories instead of sealing them . The Darya I knew doesn't
exist anymore, you can keep acting as if you care about her, but if you delete
her memories again, or let her die, I will return to kill you . And don't think



you will die fast, I will cut your limbs one by one and feed you with them…
is that clear?"

Donan could only move his head a single time before losing consciousness
again, Leon wondered if he would remember that after he wakes up .
However, he already gave his warning and wouldn't say the same thing
twice . After that, Leon grabbed Donan's by the neck and flew toward the

hole Donan created when he attacked Leon… it was time to say goodbye .

Donan used that strategy to try to counter-attack Leons attacks for a few
minutes, but soon gave up on the idea and started to move around like a
madman punching the walls and empty space while he tried to hit Leon by
chance . However, he failed miserably . Donan was using the sounds to find
Leon, and whenever he heard anything, he moved to somewhere and
attacked…

I knew it… his body is slowly getting destroyed by that dark aura…

Leon couldnt use Appraisal without seeing the target with his own eyes, even
though he could feel it, that wasnt enough . However, something like that
became evident after Leon punched Donans a few times… that dark aura also
had the smell of blood, probably because Donan was bleeding inside of it, but
the blood couldnt leave the aura .

It was hard to be sure, but Leon concluded that dark aura consumed a few
hundreds of mana points per second . So, it was more than obvious that
Donan was receiving mana from something . Despite that, his wounds werent
healing as fast as his body was getting destroyed .



This is so stupid… his wrath could make him three times stronger, while the
dark aura probably increased his power ten times . Despite all that, I dont
even have to attack to defeat him .

Still, the hole Leon created was slowly falling apart, and it would become
more difficult to hide if he let Donan rampage like that . Solving the problem
with magic would be easy, and even though that wouldnt be much satisfying,
Leon decided to attack using a combination of magic and physical powers .
There was no room for mistake because Leon intended to concentrate all his
mana and stamina in a single attack .

Here goes nothing…

Leon decreased his weight using Gravity while he tried to increase the power
behind his right fist using Stamina Manipulation and Mana Reinforcement .
The effects of Rage, Haste, and Lions Pride were already there . So, Leon
just finished everything by flying toward the rampaging Donan . At the last
moment, Leon increased his weight using Gravity, and that increased the
potential of his punch even more . The result had been shocking in many
ways… a thunderous impact echoed through the entire area and even made
the ground tremble for several seconds, and that had been the result of Leons
fist hitting Donans face alone . The entire hole collapsed when Donans body
got hit against the wall . Even though a lot of earth stopped him, the impact
made him open a fifty meters long tunnel .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mega-Punch .

Cost: 1000 Mana and 100 Stamina

You obtained 01 status points .



Ugh… shit… Leon murmured in pain .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

It wasnt a skill that Leon could use, not with the body and status of a mage .
Every single bone of Leons right arm broke, not only that, Leon had several
spots where he could see bones and muscles… Somehow, the pain was much
worse than the time he woke up on the island . So, most likely, Leon
destroyed his muscles, arteries, and tendons . Instead of using just Heal, Leon
used Full-Recover when he ate some blue angel leaves and had enough
mana .

Although Rage, Mana Reinforcement, and Lions Pride increased my physical
status, to the core, Im a mage… my body already adapted to become a

long-range fighter . So, I guess it makes sense that punching a stronger
person will destroy my fists…

Regardless, Mega-Punch would be one of the skills Leon would rarely train
and use only to surprise his opponents . Putting that aside, Leon walked
toward the tunnel he created using Donans body, there he saw the



unconscious Donan covered in blood . The Dark Aura disappeared, so Leon
didnt have to worry about anything .

Mmm… I punched him a lot of times, but only a special skill made me
achieve my goal here .

Leons punch broke most of Donans teeth, so he was satisfied… to some

extent . He achieved his goal, but in the end, that didnt change anything .
Darya was alive and was being fed by Donans lies . Considering everything,
it was most likely impossible to restore her memories, Donan wasnt a fool to
leave a blind spot like that, after all .

Hey, dog… wake up, Leon kicked Donans head .

Leon didnt hold back, but even after a strong kick on Donans head didnt wake
him up . Although he was bleeding, he wont die . However, his body reached
a peak of exhaustion, so it wouldnt be weird if Donan sleeps for a week or
two . It was annoying, but Leon used Heal on Donans head a few times until

he woke up . However, he was so exhausted that he barely could keep his
eyes open .

Now, we are even, Leon said . Still, I cant forgive you for what you did to
your own granddaughter . However, I know that spell you used probably

deleted her memories instead of sealing them . The Darya I knew doesnt exist

anymore, you can keep acting as if you care about her, but if you delete her
memories again, or let her die, I will return to kill you . And dont think you
will die fast, I will cut your limbs one by one and feed you with them… is

that clear?



Donan could only move his head a single time before losing consciousness
again, Leon wondered if he would remember that after he wakes up .
However, he already gave his warning and wouldnt say the same thing twice .
After that, Leon grabbed Donans by the neck and flew toward the hole Donan

created when he attacked Leon… it was time to say goodbye .
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When Leon returned to the now destroyed plaza, he saw that some soldiers

were freeing the guards Leon buried . Some warriors of the lower world had
been confined, while others died, since both sides had several losses, the
soldiers of the frontlines were waiting for Donan's orders about how to deal

with them . However, they became shocked when they saw the half-dead
Donan and the completely fine Leon… even though he was feeling like crap .

"You!"Darya shouted angrily when she saw Leon grabbing Donan by the neck

as if he was a piece of trash .

"He is alive, and for the time being, he will stay alive," Leon said . "Unless
some of you guys try to mess with me . "

Darya and the soldiers hesitated, the soldiers knew how powerful Donan was

using Dark Aura . Although he only had shown that a few times, his strength
was unparalleled . His speed, power, and endurance reached unbelievable
levels… yet a single man defeated him, and that was something that even the
invaders failed time and time again .



"… It looks like both sides suffered some casualties," Leon said after he
looked around . "I guess both sides should also be satisfied with this
outcome… Still, this is enough . Release them . "

"What?! They destroyed our city, and you want us to release them?" Darya
shouted . "You won't give any order to us!"

"My, my… Donan educated you well…" Leon frowned . "Still, I didn't finish
talking… I will say a few things to you guys . First, release them . After that,
you guys should create a path that will connect the lower world to this city .
And then you guys won't stop the people down there from coming to live here

in this city… if you guys don't do that, then come to see me on the southern
coast of the continent . I will show you something interesting . Bring the
leaders of every village to that place, don't forget . I will wait for you there in
a month . "

After saying, Leon tossed Donan's body to Darya, before she could catch him,
Leon returned to the lower world using Transfer while everyone was looking
at their wounded leader that had been thrown like a piece of shit .

"What a massive waste of time…"

Leon let out a long sigh, he thought that by punching Donan's face would
make him feel better, but it didn't . Meeting Darya again only made things
even more complicated because there wasn't a single sign of doubt in her
eyes . She was sure that Leon was her enemy, and nothing would change
that . Regardless… Leon gave his ultimatum . If Donan deletes her memories
again, he would beg for death, and Leon wouldn't grant it to him . Next time
he wouldn't try to satisfy his ego, he would arrive shooting dozens of Magma
Spears toward Donan's head .



"Let's just hope that bastard learned his lesson…"

Things didn't go well as Leon had imagined, but he certainly wounded
Donan's ego . Besides, there was a chance in the last months while he was
training Darya he recalled the memories of the times he wasn't an asshole .
One could only wait for the best and prepare for the
worst…googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

One day later, Leon returned to the harvesters' tower . He also started to
wonder if that was the correct way to refer to them… in any case, he frowned
when he saw them carrying the bodies of several monsters while others were
transferring their own mana to the Soul Eater .

"Hey… did you finish your business?" Alurelle asked .

"Yes… do you guys plan to attack Miebos?" Leon asked . "If the answer is
yes, I would like that you don't do that and focus on gathering mana . Also, I
want you guys to do something for me in one month . "

"Sure… although we can't drain mana from that barrier, so we didn't intend to
attack that world anyway . "Alurelle explained . "The monsters here have
more mana, so we won't leave this place . "

Now that Leon thought about it, he didn't see the type of monsters of that
world . However, since some of Alurelle's friends were transporting their
bodies . Leon didn't have to look for them .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });



Aqua Slime

Health: 5000/5000

Mana: 30000/30000

Stamina: 3000/3000

Active Skills: Water Creation Lv 250, Tsunami Lv 200, Water

Manipulation Lv 300, Cyclone Lv 300

Passive Skills: Water Absorption Lv 250, Underwater Resistance Lv 220,
Meditation Lv 250

The monsters of that world were slimes that had the sizes of megalodons, they
were pretty scary since they could absorb water to regenerate their parts and
because their attacks were insanely powerful . However, the harvesters could
easily defeat them using their massive weapons after taking them out of the
ocean .

Regardless, those creatures could reproduce themselves at a fearsome pace,
and they also could grow stronger just by absorbing mana from the
environment . Adding that to the fact that they were the mob monsters of that
world, it was indeed the perfect place to use Soul Eater .

"Here, I guess with this, you can create something," Alurelle passed Soul
Eater to Leon .

Soul Eater



It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 45236521

Leon frowned when he analyzed the weapon, with that much mana, he would
be able to create a weapon which was much lighter than the harvesters
currently could wield in their giant form… Still, light and big weapons would
be convenient, for many reasons . So, Leon began to work because it would
take more than a few weeks to create weapons and equipment for everyone .

When Leon returned to the now destroyed plaza, he saw that some soldiers

were freeing the guards Leon buried . Some warriors of the lower world had
been confined, while others died, since both sides had several losses, the
soldiers of the frontlines were waiting for Donans orders about how to deal
with them . However, they became shocked when they saw the half-dead
Donan and the completely fine Leon… even though he was feeling like crap .

You!Darya shouted angrily when she saw Leon grabbing Donan by the neck

as if he was a piece of trash .

He is alive, and for the time being, he will stay alive, Leon said . Unless
some of you guys try to mess with me .

Darya and the soldiers hesitated, the soldiers knew how powerful Donan was

using Dark Aura . Although he only had shown that a few times, his strength
was unparalleled . His speed, power, and endurance reached unbelievable
levels… yet a single man defeated him, and that was something that even the
invaders failed time and time again .



… It looks like both sides suffered some casualties, Leon said after he looked
around . I guess both sides should also be satisfied with this outcome… Still,
this is enough . Release them .

What?! They destroyed our city, and you want us to release them? Darya

shouted . You wont give any order to us!

My, my… Donan educated you well… Leon frowned . Still, I didnt finish
talking… I will say a few things to you guys . First, release them . After that,
you guys should create a path that will connect the lower world to this city .
And then you guys wont stop the people down there from coming to live here
in this city… if you guys dont do that, then come to see me on the southern
coast of the continent . I will show you something interesting . Bring the
leaders of every village to that place, dont forget . I will wait for you there in
a month .

After saying, Leon tossed Donans body to Darya, before she could catch him,
Leon returned to the lower world using Transfer while everyone was looking
at their wounded leader that had been thrown like a piece of shit .

What a massive waste of time…

Leon let out a long sigh, he thought that by punching Donans face would
make him feel better, but it didnt . Meeting Darya again only made things
even more complicated because there wasnt a single sign of doubt in her
eyes . She was sure that Leon was her enemy, and nothing would change
that . Regardless… Leon gave his ultimatum . If Donan deletes her memories
again, he would beg for death, and Leon wouldnt grant it to him . Next time
he wouldnt try to satisfy his ego, he would arrive shooting dozens of Magma
Spears toward Donans head .



Lets just hope that bastard learned his lesson…

Things didnt go well as Leon had imagined, but he certainly wounded Donans
ego . Besides, there was a chance in the last months while he was training
Darya he recalled the memories of the times he wasnt an asshole . One could
only wait for the best and prepare for the worst…

One day later, Leon returned to the harvesters tower . He also started to
wonder if that was the correct way to refer to them… in any case, he frowned
when he saw them carrying the bodies of several monsters while others were
transferring their own mana to the Soul Eater .

Hey… did you finish your business? Alurelle asked .

Yes… do you guys plan to attack Miebos? Leon asked . If the answer is yes,
I would like that you dont do that and focus on gathering mana . Also, I want
you guys to do something for me in one month .

Sure… although we cant drain mana from that barrier, so we didnt intend to
attack that world anyway . Alurelle explained . The monsters here have more
mana, so we wont leave this place .

Now that Leon thought about it, he didnt see the type of monsters of that
world . However, since some of Alurelles friends were transporting their
bodies . Leon didnt have to look for them .

Aqua Slime

Health: 5000/5000



Mana: 30000/30000

Stamina: 3000/3000

Active Skills: Water Creation Lv 250, Tsunami Lv 200, Water

Manipulation Lv 300, Cyclone Lv 300

Passive Skills: Water Absorption Lv 250, Underwater Resistance Lv 220,
Meditation Lv 250

The monsters of that world were slimes that had the sizes of megalodons, they
were pretty scary since they could absorb water to regenerate their parts and
because their attacks were insanely powerful . However, the harvesters could
easily defeat them using their massive weapons after taking them out of the
ocean .

Regardless, those creatures could reproduce themselves at a fearsome pace,
and they also could grow stronger just by absorbing mana from the
environment . Adding that to the fact that they were the mob monsters of that
world, it was indeed the perfect place to use Soul Eater .

Here, I guess with this, you can create something, Alurelle passed Soul Eater
to Leon .

Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 45236521



Leon frowned when he analyzed the weapon, with that much mana, he would
be able to create a weapon which was much lighter than the harvesters
currently could wield in their giant form… Still, light and big weapons would
be convenient, for many reasons . So, Leon began to work because it would
take more than a few weeks to create weapons and equipment for everyone .
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Leon had to work for an entire day to create a weapon that would satisfy its
user and his own criteria, but in the end, he was more than satisfied with the
result . Since Alurelle was the less annoying of the group, he created her twin
swords first .

Congratulations! The skill Craft has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Craft has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .
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Congratulations! The skill Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Colossal Mithril Swords

It grants you Strength + 450, Speed + 450, Endurance + 450



It was pretty good for a day's work . . . that being said, it was too big, and
Alurelle couldn't even dream of using that around on her ordinary form .
Since she couldn't stay in that form all day, Leon decided to create an earth
platform near their base to store their massive weapons . He had to spend
some mana to create something like that, but with Soul Eater at his disposal,
that wasn't a problem .

"Unbelievable . . . to be this strong even without any enchantments . . . "
Alurelle said in shock . "You can enchant items, right?"

"Do you mean sealing the souls of monsters inside a weapon?" Leon asked .
"Yes, I can . But you should only think about that once you return to your
world . The angels are strong, right? Then, using them as catalysts is

obviously the best option .

"Yes . . . you are right . . . " Alurelle said while staring at her new weapons

and imagining how strong she would be once Leon enchants those swords .

According to Alurelle and friends, their weapons were fifty percent weaker
than the twin swords . They were big and had some enchantments, but
weren't that impressive . In fact, their only special power was the power to
become much bigger .
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Regardless, Leon thought that creating bigger weapons would increase their
power, but he didn't have enough mana or time to test that theory . Although
Leon wanted those twin-swords for himself, he couldn't use them due to its

size . . . but that wasn't a problem . The more Leon level up Craft and
Blacksmith, the stronger the weapons he creates will be .

"The swords are powerful enough . . . " Jorhorn said, visibly displeased even
though that weapon belonged to his sister . "But, you used too much mana . "

"If you think you can do better, then be my guest," Leon said while he was
allocating the status points he received .

"My weapon will be next!" Ismenria declared . "Can you make a bow that can

only increase my dexterity and speed?"

"Yes, but you will have to create the string," Leon answered .

Ismenria tried to act cool before, but she obviously was the most childish one
of the group . Even though she was fighting to recover her world one day, she
looked at Alurelle swords as if that was a new toy, and she wanted one .

Regardless, it wasn't his job to collect the mana from forging the weapons .
So, Leon returned Soul Eater to Ismenria, and then he began his own
training .While Ismenria was making everyone help her to look for monsters,
Alurelle became bigger to practice with her new swords .

"Now then . . . what should I train now?"



Since Leon would need mana more than anything, he started to plant the blue
angel leaves . In the last battle, Leon managed to avoid certain attacks thanks
to Haste, so keep training that skill was a must . Besides, it was too much fun
to keep that spell active since Leon could become a lot faster . That being said,
Leon would have to build a colossal telescope hoping to find Earth, and after
that . . . the only way choice he had was to use transfer .

"I also have other option . . . face that shadowy figure and discover how to

teleport . "

Donan could teleport while he keeps Dark Aura active, but it wasn't a spell
per se . It was one of the effects of other skills . Dark Aura also was
physically taxing, so Leon would have to endure some painful after-effects .

"Let's see . . . there is a small chance of me finding something that will help
me return home on the harvesters' worlds . There is also a small chance that I
will find Earth in the middle of the vastness of the universe . . . even if I find
it . I will have to have a stupidly, large mana pool . . . Last but not least, I can
also try to defeat a monster that has the title of 'god of death' in order to
obtain the knowledge of how to bend space . . . three great plans with 'high'
chances of success . "

Leon could only sigh while thinking about those options, in the end, it
couldn't be helped since Donan probably didn't know to explain that

power . . . he only could use it . The people of Miebos had some magic

knowledge, but it wasn't enough for Leon . Alurelle and friends probably
came from a world that developed perhaps even more in terms of magic
research . Still, the survivors were magic warriors, and the only magic they
could use was offensive magic .



As always, the chances of Leon succeeding in any of his plans were quite
dim . Still, he had no intention of giving up . Six years ago, he laughed at the
idea of flying while flapping his arms, but now that was probably possible

since he was fast and strong enough . . . that being said, he had no intention
of doing that . Anything was possible . . .

Leon had to work for an entire day to create a weapon that would satisfy its
user and his own criteria, but in the end, he was more than satisfied with the
result . Since Alurelle was the less annoying of the group, he created her twin
swords first .

Congratulations! The skill Craft has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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You obtained 01 status points .
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Colossal Mithril Swords

It grants you Strength + 450, Speed + 450, Endurance + 450

It was pretty good for a days work . . . that being said, it was too big, and
Alurelle couldnt even dream of using that around on her ordinary form . Since
she couldnt stay in that form all day, Leon decided to create an earth platform
near their base to store their massive weapons . He had to spend some mana
to create something like that, but with Soul Eater at his disposal, that wasnt a
problem .

Unbelievable . . . to be this strong even without any enchantments . . .
Alurelle said in shock . You can enchant items, right?

Do you mean sealing the souls of monsters inside a weapon? Leon asked .
Yes, I can . But you should only think about that once you return to your
world . The angels are strong, right? Then, using them as catalysts is

obviously the best option .



Yes . . . you are right . . . Alurelle said while staring at her new weapons and

imagining how strong she would be once Leon enchants those swords .

According to Alurelle and friends, their weapons were fifty percent weaker
than the twin swords . They were big and had some enchantments, but werent
that impressive . In fact, their only special power was the power to become
much bigger .

Regardless, Leon thought that creating bigger weapons would increase their
power, but he didnt have enough mana or time to test that theory . Although
Leon wanted those twin-swords for himself, he couldnt use them due to its

size . . . but that wasnt a problem . The more Leon level up Craft and
Blacksmith, the stronger the weapons he creates will be .

The swords are powerful enough . . . Jorhorn said, visibly displeased even
though that weapon belonged to his sister . But, you used too much mana .

If you think you can do better, then be my guest, Leon said while he was
allocating the status points he received .

My weapon will be next! Ismenria declared . Can you make a bow that can

only increase my dexterity and speed?

Yes, but you will have to create the string, Leon answered .

Ismenria tried to act cool before, but she obviously was the most childish one
of the group . Even though she was fighting to recover her world one day, she
looked at Alurelle swords as if that was a new toy, and she wanted one .



Regardless, it wasnt his job to collect the mana from forging the weapons . So,
Leon returned Soul Eater to Ismenria, and then he began his own training .
While Ismenria was making everyone help her to look for monsters, Alurelle
became bigger to practice with her new swords .

Now then . . . what should I train now?

Since Leon would need mana more than anything, he started to plant the blue
angel leaves . In the last battle, Leon managed to avoid certain attacks thanks
to Haste, so keep training that skill was a must . Besides, it was too much fun
to keep that spell active since Leon could become a lot faster . That being said,
Leon would have to build a colossal telescope hoping to find Earth, and after
that . . . the only way choice he had was to use transfer .

I also have other option . . . face that shadowy figure and discover how to

teleport .

Donan could teleport while he keeps Dark Aura active, but it wasnt a spell per
se . It was one of the effects of other skills . Dark Aura also was physically
taxing, so Leon would have to endure some painful after-effects .

Lets see . . . there is a small chance of me finding something that will help me
return home on the harvesters worlds . There is also a small chance that I will
find Earth in the middle of the vastness of the universe . . . even if I find it .
I will have to have a stupidly, large mana pool . . . Last but not least, I can
also try to defeat a monster that has the title of god of death in order to obtain
the knowledge of how to bend space . . . three great plans with high chances
of success .



Leon could only sigh while thinking about those options, in the end, it couldnt
be helped since Donan probably didnt know to explain that power . . . he only
could use it . The people of Miebos had some magic knowledge, but it wasnt
enough for Leon . Alurelle and friends probably came from a world that

developed perhaps even more in terms of magic research . Still, the survivors
were magic warriors, and the only magic they could use was offensive
magic .

As always, the chances of Leon succeeding in any of his plans were quite
dim . Still, he had no intention of giving up . Six years ago, he laughed at the
idea of flying while flapping his arms, but now that was probably possible

since he was fast and strong enough . . . that being said, he had no intention
of doing that . Anything was possible . . .
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It looked like Alurelle and her friends were slacking off when they managed
to store that much mana for two weeks because, after three days, they
obtained the same amount, and now Ismenria was bothering Leon to create

her bow .

"It looks like they don't know how much mithril I can produce with my own

mana . . . they were quite skeptical of my skills, but now they are working

hard to receive their own weapons . "

Ismenria could produce her own arrows since she could use Earth
Transformation, so Leon didn't try to make a few more tests and add special



skills or effects to the weapons he created, he decided to do that later, for
himself . . .

Ismenria also had a magic box, but hers could store those massive arrows . It
probably had been customized with their technology . . . and that gave Leon
another idea . However, before testing his idea, Leon created Ismenria's
bow .
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It grants you Dexterity + 675, Speed + 675

" . . . I want to kiss you," Ismenria said after she analyzed the bow .

"Usually, I wouldn't refuse," Leon said . "But if your affection can be bought
with something like this, then, I will have to refuse . Instead of that, I would
like to borrow the Soul Eater . I need to create a few things that may help me

return home, and the best material is mithril . If you guys don't trust me, I
don't mind if two or three of you follow me while I collect mana . "

"That is fine, right, brother?" Alurelle asked .

" . . . Only if two of us are watching you while you collect the mana you
want," Jorhorn said . "In order to speed up this, you will only have the chance
to do that for a single day every three days, after you complete a new piece of

equipment . "



"Sure," Leon said .

After collecting that amount of mana, Leon wanted to produce the things he
wanted alone . However, every single moment when Soul Eater was on his
hands, at least two other people were watching him . To make matters worse,
Alurelle and friends also had the habit of sleeping only once every three or
four days . So, it couldn't be helped that Leon would have to create his new
items in front of them .

"Let's see if I can add some skills to the items I create without even using
monsters' spirits . . . "

Honestly, Leon wasn't expecting much . The power to create magic weapons
was already great sealing spirits of monsters . . . creating a powerful material
using mana alone was also very impressive . If Leon also could add special
abilities to the items just using mana, things would be way too
weird .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

In the end, nothing happened, Leon created a mithril ring that only increased
his intelligence and mentality, even though he only wished for a ring that
could grant him the power to shoot Mana Bullets . It was a relatively simple
skill, so it became obvious that something like that wasn't possible .

"Well, a variation of that should be possible . . . "

Instead of creating a ring that would grant him a skill, Leon focused his mind
solely on creating a ring that would only increase his recovery . . . the result
had been much better than expected .



Mithril Ring of Recovery

It grants you Recovery + 200

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magic Craftsmanship .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magic Blacksmith .

You obtained 01 status points .

"I wonder why I didn't learn those before . . . is it because I didn't think of
customizing the items completely?"

That certainly was a possibility, and Leon confirmed that after creating eight
more of those rings and leveling up both skills several times . The complete
set would help Leon to recover his mana even faster in the middle of battles,
using the bracers of the devourer was useful, but against a mage or monsters
that focused their attacks on using magic, getting close to attack sometimes
was suicide .

Mithril Ring of Recovery

It grants you Recovery + 220



Things got really interesting when Magic Craftsmanship and Magic
Blacksmith reached level ten . Not only Leon got a little faster, creating items,
but the effectiveness of the items also improved . . .

"Well, something like that was already expected . . . Let's see if things can
become interesting even more . . . "

Mithril Ring of Health

It grants you Health + 110

Now Leon couldn't help but frown, it looks like the effectiveness of items
decreased by half, but it still was weird to create a ring that could increase his
health so much . That being said, Leon didn't hesitate to create eight more of
those . . . he could use nine of those sets of rings because the tenth would
always be the ring that granted him the skill Zen .

It looked like Alurelle and her friends were slacking off when they managed
to store that much mana for two weeks because, after three days, they
obtained the same amount, and now Ismenria was bothering Leon to create

her bow .

It looks like they dont know how much mithril I can produce with my own
mana . . . they were quite skeptical of my skills, but now they are working

hard to receive their own weapons .

Ismenria could produce her own arrows since she could use Earth
Transformation, so Leon didnt try to make a few more tests and add special

skills or effects to the weapons he created, he decided to do that later, for
himself . . .



Ismenria also had a magic box, but hers could store those massive arrows . It
probably had been customized with their technology . . . and that gave Leon
another idea . However, before testing his idea, Leon created Ismenrias bow .
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. . . I want to kiss you, Ismenria said after she analyzed the bow .

Usually, I wouldnt refuse, Leon said . But if your affection can be bought
with something like this, then, I will have to refuse . Instead of that, I would
like to borrow the Soul Eater . I need to create a few things that may help me

return home, and the best material is mithril . If you guys dont trust me, I
dont mind if two or three of you follow me while I collect mana .

That is fine, right, brother? Alurelle asked .

. . . Only if two of us are watching you while you collect the mana you want,
Jorhorn said . In order to speed up this, you will only have the chance to do
that for a single day every three days, after you complete a new piece of

equipment .

Sure, Leon said .

After collecting that amount of mana, Leon wanted to produce the things he
wanted alone . However, every single moment when Soul Eater was on his
hands, at least two other people were watching him . To make matters worse,



Alurelle and friends also had the habit of sleeping only once every three or
four days . So, it couldnt be helped that Leon would have to create his new
items in front of them .

Lets see if I can add some skills to the items I create without even using
monsters spirits . . .

Honestly, Leon wasnt expecting much . The power to create magic weapons
was already great sealing spirits of monsters . . . creating a powerful material
using mana alone was also very impressive . If Leon also could add special
abilities to the items just using mana, things would be way too weird .

In the end, nothing happened, Leon created a mithril ring that only increased
his intelligence and mentality, even though he only wished for a ring that
could grant him the power to shoot Mana Bullets . It was a relatively simple
skill, so it became obvious that something like that wasnt possible .

Well, a variation of that should be possible . . .

Instead of creating a ring that would grant him a skill, Leon focused his mind
solely on creating a ring that would only increase his recovery . . . the result
had been much better than expected .

Mithril Ring of Recovery

It grants you Recovery + 200

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magic Craftsmanship .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magic Blacksmith .

You obtained 01 status points .

I wonder why I didnt learn those before . . . is it because I didnt think of
customizing the items completely?

That certainly was a possibility, and Leon confirmed that after creating eight
more of those rings and leveling up both skills several times . The complete
set would help Leon to recover his mana even faster in the middle of battles,
using the bracers of the devourer was useful, but against a mage or monsters
that focused their attacks on using magic, getting close to attack sometimes
was suicide .

Mithril Ring of Recovery

It grants you Recovery + 220

Things got really interesting when Magic Craftsmanship and Magic
Blacksmith reached level ten . Not only Leon got a little faster, creating items,
but the effectiveness of the items also improved . . .

Well, something like that was already expected . . . Lets see if things can
become interesting even more . . .

Mithril Ring of Health



It grants you Health + 110

Now Leon couldnt help but frown, it looks like the effectiveness of items
decreased by half, but it still was weird to create a ring that could increase his
health so much . That being said, Leon didnt hesitate to create eight more of
those . . . he could use nine of those sets of rings because the tenth would
always be the ring that granted him the skill Zen .
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In the end, Leon created more rings that could increase his intelligence,
stamina, endurance, and mentality . However, after testing them, he noticed
one thing . . . even if he tried to equip ten rings that could increase his
recovery, the bonus never surpassed the total recovery he actually had . The
same applied to the other attributes… those would be useful in the future, but
Leon felt like he wasted time creating several rings that could increase his
health and stamina .

Since Leon spent almost a day collecting mana, he would have to create some
bigger things in order to use that mana . Pretty soon, Alurelle and friends
would look for monsters in order to obtain mana for their own equipment .
Considering that he would go to a world where the monsters decimated the
dominant race, and the monsters only appeared in worlds that were only on
the third stage of assimilation . Leon decided to focus a bit on defense after
creating a set of five mithril spears .



"With my current control, I can use Telekinesis to move twelve objects .
While attacking with twelve mithril spears would be cool and all . . . I guess
I will use the remaining mana to create four shields . "
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"Good, they are big enough to cover me . . . "
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After thinking for a while, Leon concluded that controlling a shield with
Telekinesis would have been far more effective to stop Donan . As long as
Leon doesn't use magic directly to attack him, it would be fine . . . at least
that was Leon thought now that his head had cooled down . Regardless, Leon
would use those four shields to protect himself from everything . He decided
that after recalling a game of the past which he played with Betty, a certain
female warrior had two shields floating around her that could almost
automatically protect her . Leon's shields wouldn't automatically protect him,
but it was better than nothing .

"My status won't grow with them all that much either, but as long as they stop
the enemies and projectiles, I won't complain . "

Anyway, three days later . Leon created another weapon, this time . The user
was Jertien, and Leon created a hammer that increased his intelligence and
strength . However, everyone frowned when the status of the weapon was
slightly better than the others .

"Don't look at me like that," Leon shrugged . "I obtained new skills that will

affect the power of the weapons I create using mithril . The more those skills
level up, the stronger the weapons will become . Before you guys say
something, it should be faster to collect mana in your worlds, right? So, don't
ask me to create new weapons just because a few have slightly better
weapons . Once we arrive there, I will create better ones . "

"That is probably for the best," Alurelle nodded .

There was no point in hiding about those skills since Alurelle and friends
could use Appraisal . Besides, by saying things like that, Leon would make
them even eager to fulfill their side of the bargain . If they keep their word,



better weapons are waiting for them . . . it was the perfect bait to make sure
that Leon wouldn't be betrayed . Well . . . almost .

"Mmm . . . since I'm at it, what kind of items from videogames and any other

medium I can create, and that can help me at the moment?"

The first that came to Leon's mind was Magneto's helmet . . . it was the
simplest thing he could think of that possibly could counter Appraisal, but it
would be too suspicious to create one at the moment . Alurelle and friends
might think that he is planning to backstab them .

Since Leon focused only on strengthening himself over the course of the last
six years, his memories were kind of foggy . With the exception of a few

things, he couldn't recall many useful items . . . most of them were

overpowered swords that could banish evil or something, and that wasn't
something Leon needed at the moment .

"Now that I think about it . . . I won't be able to store my shields inside the
magic box . I guess my next goal should be to replicate a bigger version of
my magic box . . . something that can be used or controlled would be
preferable . I don't want to waste time stopping in the middle of a fight to take
items out of the improved magic box . . . "

Still, creating something like that would be troublesome . The magic of the
magic box certainly was space magic, but Leon didn't recall seeing any
monster using anything like it . The closest to that was the devourers . . .
those creatures could destroy matter to absorb mana, after all .

"I guess it is worth a shot . "



Leon decided to make a backpack and try to enchant the weapon later . Soul
Eater was on his hands, so the harvesters would probably oppose that idea .
Anyway, after creating a few more spare mithril shields and spears, Leon
headed to the goblins' world, hoping that he would create a better version of
his magic box .

In the end, Leon created more rings that could increase his intelligence,
stamina, endurance, and mentality . However, after testing them, he noticed
one thing . . . even if he tried to equip ten rings that could increase his
recovery, the bonus never surpassed the total recovery he actually had . The
same applied to the other attributes… those would be useful in the future, but
Leon felt like he wasted time creating several rings that could increase his
health and stamina .

Since Leon spent almost a day collecting mana, he would have to create some
bigger things in order to use that mana . Pretty soon, Alurelle and friends
would look for monsters in order to obtain mana for their own equipment .
Considering that he would go to a world where the monsters decimated the
dominant race, and the monsters only appeared in worlds that were only on
the third stage of assimilation . Leon decided to focus a bit on defense after
creating a set of five mithril spears .

With my current control, I can use Telekinesis to move twelve objects .While

attacking with twelve mithril spears would be cool and all . . . I guess I will
use the remaining mana to create four shields .
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Good, they are big enough to cover me . . .

After thinking for a while, Leon concluded that controlling a shield with
Telekinesis would have been far more effective to stop Donan . As long as
Leon doesnt use magic directly to attack him, it would be fine . . . at least that
was Leon thought now that his head had cooled down . Regardless, Leon
would use those four shields to protect himself from everything . He decided
that after recalling a game of the past which he played with Betty, a certain
female warrior had two shields floating around her that could almost
automatically protect her . Leons shields wouldnt automatically protect him,
but it was better than nothing .

My status wont grow with them all that much either, but as long as they stop
the enemies and projectiles, I wont complain .

Anyway, three days later . Leon created another weapon, this time . The user
was Jertien, and Leon created a hammer that increased his intelligence and
strength . However, everyone frowned when the status of the weapon was
slightly better than the others .

Dont look at me like that, Leon shrugged . I obtained new skills that will

affect the power of the weapons I create using mithril . The more those skills
level up, the stronger the weapons will become . Before you guys say
something, it should be faster to collect mana in your worlds, right? So, dont
ask me to create new weapons just because a few have slightly better
weapons . Once we arrive there, I will create better ones .

That is probably for the best, Alurelle nodded .



There was no point in hiding about those skills since Alurelle and friends
could use Appraisal . Besides, by saying things like that, Leon would make
them even eager to fulfill their side of the bargain . If they keep their word,
better weapons are waiting for them . . . it was the perfect bait to make sure
that Leon wouldnt be betrayed . Well . . . almost .

Mmm . . . since Im at it, what kind of items from videogames and any other

medium I can create, and that can help me at the moment?

The first that came to Leons mind was Magnetos helmet . . . it was the
simplest thing he could think of that possibly could counter Appraisal, but it
would be too suspicious to create one at the moment . Alurelle and friends
might think that he is planning to backstab them .

Since Leon focused only on strengthening himself over the course of the last
six years, his memories were kind of foggy . With the exception of a few

things, he couldnt recall many useful items . . . most of them were

overpowered swords that could banish evil or something, and that wasnt
something Leon needed at the moment .

Now that I think about it . . . I wont be able to store my shields inside the
magic box . I guess my next goal should be to replicate a bigger version of
my magic box . . . something that can be used or controlled would be
preferable . I dont want to waste time stopping in the middle of a fight to take
items out of the improved magic box . . .

Still, creating something like that would be troublesome . The magic of the
magic box certainly was space magic, but Leon didnt recall seeing any
monster using anything like it . The closest to that was the devourers . . .
those creatures could destroy matter to absorb mana, after all .



I guess it is worth a shot .

Leon decided to make a backpack and try to enchant the weapon later . Soul
Eater was on his hands, so the harvesters would probably oppose that idea .
Anyway, after creating a few more spare mithril shields and spears, Leon
headed to the goblins world, hoping that he would create a better version of
his magic box .
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In the end, Leon returned empty-handed . Even though it was made of mithril,
the backpack didn't even accept a devourer's spirit . . . it was an utter and
total failure . Leon also tried to create a bigger magic box, but it didn't work
either .

"Maybe once I learn some space or perhaps dark magic, I will discover some
clues as to how to create items that can store many things . . . "

It was a pity, but Leon was already used to that kind of failure . Anyway,
Leon was out of ideas on how to solve the problems of the storage of the
shields . So, he would have to do the only thing he could . . . use telekinesis
to move them .

"Well, at least I will be able to level up my telekinesis while I'm at it . "

In any case, Leon started to build his telescope . First, he created a
magnifying glass . Although he had some difficulties adapting the lenses, he



eventually gave them the effects he wanted . And just as Leon had expected,
the mithril increased its effectiveness many times . Even using his prototype
was enough to help Leon see grains of sand with great detail . It could be
improved, but it had a lot of potentials .

"The problem is… I can't store something too big inside my magic box . "

Alurelle and friends wanted to bring that tower back to their planet, so
perhaps Leon could install his telescope at the top of the tower . However, it
probably wasn't a good idea to expose one thing that could help Leon to
return to Earth . They would go to a world where the monsters were too
dangerous, after all . As if building a telescope when Leon did not know
about it wasn't enough, he had to miniaturize it . . .

"Why . . . why things can't be simple at least once?"

Still, even if Leon fails time and time again, eventually, he would succeed,
and when he succeeds, the effects of the items he will create will be
outstanding because even while he fails, Leon's skills would level up .

Regardless, Leon was starting to wonder if his magic skills would get dull .
He trained for one month his physical skills just to beat the crap out of Donan,
and now he would have to craft equipment made of mithril for probably at
least two months . Still, it couldn't be helped . Even though Leon was itching
to emulate the magic projectiles that could spin, he couldn't . Well, he could
but not without slowing down the progress of Haste and his tests with his
mini-telescope . Although Leon could use the items that had Mana

Absorption, he had to use those up close, and against the aqua slimes, that
wasn't a good idea .



"Instead of learning new spells of the four basic elements, I should try to learn
dark magic . It certainly will be effective against the angels, but I didn't
understand the logic behind it, even after watching Donan using it . "
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" . . . It is much lighter than I expected," Jorhorn said while he was frowning
and looking at his new weapon .

"Mithril is basically the physical form of mana," Leon said . "It is energy in a
physical shape . . . it doesn't have to be dense or heavy like other materials .
"

Jorhorn was a very annoying guy, but Leon decided to answer that question
because, for specific reasons, that was necessary . After Jorhorn tested his
spear for a while, Leon and the harvesters headed toMiebos . Fortunately, the
dungeon that connected both worlds was quite large since the aqua slimes
were quite big . Leon imagined that the most troublesome ones like Jorhorn
and Ivolaer would refuse to help him in something so useless, but it looked
they were smart enough to stay on Leon's good side .

When Leon and the harvesters arrived on the southern side of the continent,
which was the fortress that Alurelle and friends like to attack most, they saw
a massive army ready to fight . It was hard to be sure, but Leon imagined that



twenty thousand soldiers were there .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

"Stay here," Leon said .

The harvesters could be seen from far away, so they didn't need to get close .
Besides, Leon just wanted to confirm a few things and see if Donan and his

subordinates understood the message .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 6202 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 1295 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 255 +



Mentality: 169 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1001 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins:93541263

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Strong Arms Lv 74, Analysis Lv 27, Bash Lv 71, Mana

Reinforcement Lv 110, Mana Eater Lv 105, Mana Armor Lv 67, Mana

Dominion Lv 99, Regeneration Lv 63, Haste Lv 145, Stamina Restoration
Lv 55, Stamina Manipulation Lv 35, Telekinesis Lv 85, Gravity Lv 60, Fly
Lv 65, Stone Skin Lv 81, Transfer Lv 30, Mega Punch Lv 01,

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 55, Craft Lv 96, Farming Lv 32, Cook
Lv 85, Martial Arts Lv 96, Spearmanship Lv 115, Blacksmith Lv 94, Swim
Lv 81, Underwater Resistance Lv 86, Alchemy Lv 103, Sleep Resistance
Lv 60, Lion's Pride Lv 105, Iron Fists Lv 65, Darkness Resistance Lv 55,
Magic Craftmanship Lv 48, Magic Blacksmith Lv 48

In the end, Leon returned empty-handed . Even though it was made of mithril,
the backpack didnt even accept a devourers spirit . . . it was an utter and total



failure . Leon also tried to create a bigger magic box, but it didnt work
either .

Maybe once I learn some space or perhaps dark magic, I will discover some
clues as to how to create items that can store many things . . .

It was a pity, but Leon was already used to that kind of failure . Anyway,
Leon was out of ideas on how to solve the problems of the storage of the
shields . So, he would have to do the only thing he could . . . use telekinesis
to move them .

Well, at least I will be able to level up my telekinesis while Im at it .

In any case, Leon started to build his telescope . First, he created a
magnifying glass . Although he had some difficulties adapting the lenses, he
eventually gave them the effects he wanted . And just as Leon had expected,
the mithril increased its effectiveness many times . Even using his prototype
was enough to help Leon see grains of sand with great detail . It could be
improved, but it had a lot of potentials .

The problem is… I cant store something too big inside my magic box .

Alurelle and friends wanted to bring that tower back to their planet, so
perhaps Leon could install his telescope at the top of the tower . However, it
probably wasnt a good idea to expose one thing that could help Leon to return
to Earth . They would go to a world where the monsters were too dangerous,
after all . As if building a telescope when Leon did not know about it wasnt

enough, he had to miniaturize it . . .



Why . . . why things cant be simple at least once?

Still, even if Leon fails time and time again, eventually, he would succeed,
and when he succeeds, the effects of the items he will create will be
outstanding because even while he fails, Leons skills would level up .

Regardless, Leon was starting to wonder if his magic skills would get dull .
He trained for one month his physical skills just to beat the crap out of Donan,
and now he would have to craft equipment made of mithril for probably at
least two months . Still, it couldnt be helped . Even though Leon was itching
to emulate the magic projectiles that could spin, he couldnt . Well, he could
but not without slowing down the progress of Haste and his tests with his
mini-telescope . Although Leon could use the items that had Mana

Absorption, he had to use those up close, and against the aqua slimes, that
wasnt a good idea .

Instead of learning new spells of the four basic elements, I should try to learn
dark magic . It certainly will be effective against the angels, but I didnt
understand the logic behind it, even after watching Donan using it .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Colossal Mithril Spear

It grants you Strength + 700, Speed + 700

. . . It is much lighter than I expected, Jorhorn said while he was frowning
and looking at his new weapon .

Mithril is basically the physical form of mana, Leon said . It is energy in a
physical shape . . . it doesnt have to be dense or heavy like other materials .



Jorhorn was a very annoying guy, but Leon decided to answer that question
because, for specific reasons, that was necessary . After Jorhorn tested his
spear for a while, Leon and the harvesters headed toMiebos . Fortunately, the
dungeon that connected both worlds was quite large since the aqua slimes
were quite big . Leon imagined that the most troublesome ones like Jorhorn
and Ivolaer would refuse to help him in something so useless, but it looked
they were smart enough to stay on Leons good side .

When Leon and the harvesters arrived on the southern side of the continent,
which was the fortress that Alurelle and friends like to attack most, they saw
a massive army ready to fight . It was hard to be sure, but Leon imagined that
twenty thousand soldiers were there .

Stay here, Leon said .

The harvesters could be seen from far away, so they didnt need to get close .
Besides, Leon just wanted to confirm a few things and see if Donan and his

subordinates understood the message .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 6202 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +



Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 1295 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 255 +

Mentality: 169 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1001 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins:93541263

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Strong Arms Lv 74, Analysis Lv 27, Bash Lv 71, Mana

Reinforcement Lv 110, Mana Eater Lv 105, Mana Armor Lv 67, Mana

Dominion Lv 99, Regeneration Lv 63, Haste Lv 145, Stamina Restoration
Lv 55, Stamina Manipulation Lv 35, Telekinesis Lv 85, Gravity Lv 60, Fly
Lv 65, Stone Skin Lv 81, Transfer Lv 30, Mega Punch Lv 01,



Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 55, Craft Lv 96, Farming Lv 32, Cook
Lv 85, Martial Arts Lv 96, Spearmanship Lv 115, Blacksmith Lv 94, Swim
Lv 81, Underwater Resistance Lv 86, Alchemy Lv 103, Sleep Resistance
Lv 60, Lions Pride Lv 105, Iron Fists Lv 65, Darkness Resistance Lv 55,
Magic Craftmanship Lv 48, Magic Blacksmith Lv 48

Novel Chapter 310

Chapter 310: 310

Much to Leon's surprise, Donan was there and even Darya . He also
recognized Gurr, Eadmund, and Anton . By the look of things, they were
being treated like prisoners, but there were no signs of wounds on them, and
judging by their expressions, they had been treated reasonably well .

"Hello there," Leon said a few dozens of meters away from the fortress .

"… What do you want?" Darya glared at Leon

"Nothing, I just came to confirm a few things," Leon answered . "How are you

guys? Did they obey my orders?"
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"Yes," Eadmond answered . "Thanks to you, our people can now live in the

city… the other inhabitants look at us as if we pieces of shit, but since we
look at them the same way, that isn't a problem . "

"I see… " Leon nodded .

"What are your intentions with this?" Eadmond asked while looking at the
harvesters .

"I'm just experimenting," Leon explained . "As you can see, I will help them
for a while . I'm necessary for them to reach their goals, so I asked them to

stop attacking . I can also ask them to attack even more or worse . I can make
them suddenly appear inside the barrier… but that is not necessary, right,
Donan?"
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Donan was clearly mad, but he didn't intend to act crazily in front of his
men . Not when the harvesters gained a power upgrade thanks to the man who
defeated him . Fighting against them now would be catastrophic, besides, if it
could be avoided, the best choice would be not to fight the harvesters .

"Did he say something?" Leon asked .

" . . . No," Donan answered . "He doesn't care, as long as he gets what he
wants . "
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"I see . . . " Leon rubbed his chin . "Well, then . Let's become allies . Surely
you can understand we won't obtain anything by opposing each other .
Besides, since the barrier is useless against me, you don't have much of a
choice . Not only that . . . you can now understand that you solved a problem

but created others . "

Donan looked away, annoyed; he became a bad person after losing his wife,
but not an unreasonable maniac . He knew about how he was limiting the

growth of his people while offering a false sense of security by creating the
barrier using their mana and segregating those who didn't agree with them in

the past .

"As long as you understand that, everything else doesn't matter," Leon said .
"What is done is done . As long you change your ways a little bit and don't
make the same mistakes of the past, we won't become enemies . Maybe we

can become even allies . I'm sure you can have some use for weapons made

of mithril . "

"Anyway, I will come to play eventually," Leon said . "So, play together
nicely… because I will come to visit without giving any warnings . "

After that, Leon used Transfer and reappeared at the harvesters' side . With

that alone, his warnings became much clear . That skill was still at low-level,
but eventually… it wouldn't be weird if Leon obtains the power to travel half



of the world in a second… but before that, he would have to improve his sight
many times .

Just as Leon promised, he visited Miebos many times while he kept his

identity hidden . Finding the warriors that once lived in the lower world was
quite easy since they big and easily stand out from the other short inhabitants
of Miebos . As expected, most people looked at them with annoyed eyes, but
soon most of them would also forget about that kind of prejudice . Without

the harvesters to torment them and now that no one was living on the lower
world, both warriors and the mages of Miebos would have to work together to

defeat the monsters down below and on the oceans . Fighting together and
helping each other would probably solve that problem .

As much as Leon wanted to obtain knowledge of the research center, he
refrained from appearing in front of Donan and Darya . It would be suspicious
if he appears before then now and then suddenly stops visiting since soon he
would go to the harvesters' worlds . So, it was better to make them stay on

guard for a long time .

Regardless, while the people of Miebos that treated each other as mortal
enemies for decades were trying to find a way to work together, Leon
resumed his job of producing the harvesters' equipment . Although Leon
wasn't used to creating armor or many types of protective gear, it actually
went much easier than the time he created the weapons . The harvesters
weren't that fast, so they didn't want anything that could hinder their
movements all that much . So, Leon only created helms, knee pads, elbow
pads, and breastplates by combining mithril with monsters' skin . Alurelle
and her friends went to search for the other materials, and that saved Leon a
lot of time . After one month, Leon finished their gear .



Much to Leons surprise, Donan was there and even Darya . He also
recognized Gurr, Eadmund, and Anton . By the look of things, they were
being treated like prisoners, but there were no signs of wounds on them, and
judging by their expressions, they had been treated reasonably well .

Hello there, Leon said a few dozens of meters away from the fortress .

… What do you want? Darya glared at Leon

Nothing, I just came to confirm a few things, Leon answered . How are you

guys? Did they obey my orders?

Yes, Eadmond answered . Thanks to you, our people can now live in the

city… the other inhabitants look at us as if we pieces of shit, but since we
look at them the same way, that isnt a problem .

I see… Leon nodded .

What are your intentions with this? Eadmond asked while looking at the

harvesters .

Im just experimenting, Leon explained . As you can see, I will help them for

a while . Im necessary for them to reach their goals, so I asked them to stop

attacking . I can also ask them to attack even more or worse . I can make
them suddenly appear inside the barrier… but that is not necessary, right,
Donan?

Donan was clearly mad, but he didnt intend to act crazily in front of his men .
Not when the harvesters gained a power upgrade thanks to the man who



defeated him . Fighting against them now would be catastrophic, besides, if it
could be avoided, the best choice would be not to fight the harvesters .

Did he say something? Leon asked .

. . . No, Donan answered . He doesnt care, as long as he gets what he wants .

I see . . . Leon rubbed his chin . Well, then . Lets become allies . Surely you
can understand we wont obtain anything by opposing each other . Besides,
since the barrier is useless against me, you dont have much of a choice . Not
only that . . . you can now understand that you solved a problem but created

others .

Donan looked away, annoyed; he became a bad person after losing his wife,
but not an unreasonable maniac . He knew about how he was limiting the

growth of his people while offering a false sense of security by creating the
barrier using their mana and segregating those who didnt agree with them in
the past .

As long as you understand that, everything else doesnt matter, Leon said .
What is done is done . As long you change your ways a little bit and dont
make the same mistakes of the past, we wont become enemies . Maybe we

can become even allies . Im sure you can have some use for weapons made of

mithril .

Anyway, I will come to play eventually, Leon said . So, play together
nicely… because I will come to visit without giving any warnings .



After that, Leon used Transfer and reappeared at the harvesters side . With

that alone, his warnings became much clear . That skill was still at low-level,
but eventually… it wouldnt be weird if Leon obtains the power to travel half
of the world in a second… but before that, he would have to improve his sight
many times .

Just as Leon promised, he visited Miebos many times while he kept his

identity hidden . Finding the warriors that once lived in the lower world was
quite easy since they big and easily stand out from the other short inhabitants
of Miebos . As expected, most people looked at them with annoyed eyes, but
soon most of them would also forget about that kind of prejudice . Without

the harvesters to torment them and now that no one was living on the lower
world, both warriors and the mages of Miebos would have to work together to

defeat the monsters down below and on the oceans . Fighting together and
helping each other would probably solve that problem .

As much as Leon wanted to obtain knowledge of the research center, he
refrained from appearing in front of Donan and Darya . It would be suspicious
if he appears before then now and then suddenly stops visiting since soon he
would go to the harvesters worlds . So, it was better to make them stay on

guard for a long time .

Regardless, while the people of Miebos that treated each other as mortal
enemies for decades were trying to find a way to work together, Leon
resumed his job of producing the harvesters equipment . Although Leon
wasnt used to creating armor or many types of protective gear, it actually
went much easier than the time he created the weapons . The harvesters
werent that fast, so they didnt want anything that could hinder their
movements all that much . So, Leon only created helms, knee pads, elbow
pads, and breastplates by combining mithril with monsters skin . Alurelle and



her friends went to search for the other materials, and that saved Leon a lot of
time . After one month, Leon finished their gear .
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